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Design condition: GAP should remember things once computed
and should use this knowledge intelligently in further calculations.

This precludes a rigid type system as used in many other languages.

Types in GAP are not fi xed when an object is created, but can
evolve.

Types describe Knowledge and not necessarily the full Truth.
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Filters

Objects in GAP can be “tagged”. These tags are called Filters.
Technically, they are implemented as a bit list. An object may
have a fi lter or may not.

For the user, a fi lter simultaneously is a function that will test
whether an object posesses a fi lter or not. Therefore they are
typically called IsSomething.

Filter may be combined using “and”:

IsGroup := IsMagmaWithInverses and IsAssociative;

Filter can imply other fi lter automatically.

Every fi lter has a “value”. This is (roughly) the number of
“elementary” fi lters (bits in bitlist) implied by it.

(For some kernel objects (in particular lists) fi lters are treated special
in the kernel.)

Normally, a user will encounter fi lter only via Categories,
Representations and Attributes.
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Categories and Representations

Categories describe mathematical facts:
Can be multiplied, can be inverted, is a group, has a coeffi cient list.

The ‘weakest’ category is IsObject.

A category is created by:

NewCategory(name,implied filter)

Representations describe implementational issues:
A matrix is stored sparsely, A word is represented with 16 bits per
generator/exponent pair.

For own objects, there are two “root” representations,

IsComponentObjectRep and IsPositionalObjectRep

A representation is created by:

NewRepresentation(name, implied,comp. names)

(where comp. names are compulsory “record” components).

Categories and representations both are fi lters and (except for the
slightly different syntax) are treated exactly the same by GAP
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Families and Types

Filters describe one object. They do not describe whether objects
“fi t together” (and are not intended to do this).

For example:

� Polynomials or matrices in different characteristics,

� fi nitely presented groups with different presentations,

� Algebraic extensions defi ned by different polynomials.

Treatment of, say, a matrix in characteristic 5 will be exacty the
same as of a matrix in characteristic 83, but you cannot multiply
them.

The Family of an object describes whether it fi ts together with other
objects.

� Polynomials in characteristic 7

� Matrices in characteristic 11 (currently we do not check
invertibility or dimensions)

� Group elements in the presentation < a; b j a2; b3; (ab)5 >.

Families are created by:
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NewFamily(name, required,implied)

(where required and implied are both fi lters).

In general, objects within different families are always not equal
and the relation < is only defi ned within one family (there are
some exceptions).

Types

The Type of an object consists of the family and all the fi lters set
for an object. The family is fi xed, but the fi lters (and thus the type)
may change over time.

Types are created by:

NewType(family, filter)

GAP keeps a cache of all known types, so equal types will always
be identical.

Objects are created in one type, the type will change if more
becomes known about the object.

You can get an objects type via TypeObj, an objects family via

FamilyObj. Both are printed in an unhelpful way.
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Operations and Methods

For the user an Operation is a function that performs a prescribed
task. GAP however will select one Method (an ordinary function)
that is “best” applicable for the task for the given arguments.

Operations are created by:

NewOperation(name, filterlist)

where name is the name of the operation and fi lterlist a list of fi lters
for all arguments that are needed for the operation. For example:

NewOperation("Index",[IsGroup,IsGroup]);
Once an operation exists, methods can be installed:

InstallMethod(operation,ident,fampred,

filterlist,offset,function);
Here

operation is the operation for which the method will be installed.

ident is an identifi cation string (for debugging).
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fi lterlist is a list of fi lters which are conditions for the method
being applicable. It must refi ne the fi lters in the operations
declaration.

function is a function which does the actual work.
fampred is a function that takes the families of the arguments and

must return true for the method to be applicable. It is possible
to use true itself.

offset is usually 0, but may be used to rank the method different.

For example:

InstallMethod(Index,"for permutation groups",

IsIdenticalObj,[IsPermGroup,IsPermGroup],0,

function(a,b)

return Size(a)/Size(b);

end);

GAP sorts all methods in a list, according to a computed value
which is the sum of all the fi lters’ values plus the offset given when
installing the method. When an operation is called, it choses the
fi rst method in the list which is applicable, assuming it is the best.
The installation may give an offset that can be used as a tie-breaker
or to indicate very good or “must” methods.

In some cases it is desirable to install methods for completely
different assumptions on the arguments or even a different number
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of arguments. In this case InstallOtherMethod can be used,
which will not bother with how the operation has been declared.

Some tests cannot be done with the installation alone. A method
therefore may be installed under weaker conditions, do a test and
return via TryNextMethod(); if it fi nds out it is not applicable.

ApplicableMethod(operation, argumentlist,

printlevel [,skip])

may be used to get the actual function that implements the
method for the arguments given in the list argumentlist.

gap> g:=Group((1,2,3,4),(1,2));;

gap> me:=ApplicableMethod(LatticeSubgroups,[g],3);;

#I Total: 8 entries

[...]

#I 3: `` method for a cyclic group'', value: 26

#I - 1st arg. needs [ "IsCyclic", "Tester(IsCyclic)" ]

#I 4: ``elementary abelian extension'', value: 17

#I - 1st arg. needs [ "IsSolvableGroup" ]

#I 5: ``cyclic extension'', value: 16

gap> IsSolvableGroup(g);;

gap> me:=ApplicableMethod(LatticeSubgroups,[g],3);;

[...]

#I 4: ``elementary abelian extension'', value: 17
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Attributes and Properties

An operations of one argument without side effects may be made
an Attribute.

Once computed, attribute values are stored. If the attribute is asked
for again, this stored result is returned immediately. Therefore the
result of attributes is by standard made immutable.

Examples of attributes are Size and ConjugacyClasses.

(Attributes will only be stored if the representation includes

IsAttributeStoringRep.)

Attributes are created by

NewAttribute(name),applicability filter)

Every attribute defi nes a further operation, the Setter and a fi lter,
the Tester. Typically they are named like

Size(group) The attribute.

SetSize(group,value) The Setter(Size) is an operation,
obtained as Setter(Size).
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HasSize(group) The Tester(Size) is a fi lter which is set
whenever the size is known. It permits dispatching on known
attributes.

An attribute whose value can only be true or false is called a
Property.

Properties simultaneously are fi lters. In the method selection, they
test for: “The property is known and is true”.

The method selection will not try to test for an unknown property.

Knowledge about attributes can be listed via

� KnownAttributesOfObject(obj)

� KnownPropertiesOfObject(obj)

� KnownTruePropertiesOfObject(obj)

Dirty tricks Dept.: It is possible to:

- Create mutable attributes (add "mutable" to the argument
list).

- Avoid the storage of attribute values (See AttributeValueNotSet).
- Override the automatic storage and retreival mechanism for

attributes.
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Collections

A set of group elements has a different family than the group
elements, namely the CollectionsFamily of group elements.
The ElementsFamily of the CollectionsFamily again is the
family of group elements.

Groups, Subgroups, Conjugacy classes, Cosets all have the

CollectionsFamily as their family.

There are also categories for collections of elements, for example:

IsFFE, IsFFECollection, IsFFECollColl. (They can be
obtained as CategoryCollections(category).)

For example IsPermGroup is simply declared as:

IsPermGroup := IsGroup and IsPermutationsCollection;
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Declarations

In the library other commands are used to declare categories,
representations etc. that look a bit different:

DeclareCategory("IsPolynomial",IsObject);

DeclareRepresentation("Is",Is);

DeclareOperation("ClosureGroup",[IsGroup,

IsMultiplicativeElementWithInverses]);

DeclareAttribute("Size",IsCollection);

These functions defi ne global variables with the name given by the
string. They are a shortcut for the NewSomething commands.

The variables they create are “permanent”, they cannot be
overwritten. (There is RereadLib however).

The declaration of an attribute automatically installs its setter and
tester.
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Global functions

In some cases the method selection is not desired, but the user
should call an ordinary function. The proper way for this is to
declare this function and install it afterwards. (Thus they are
permanent.)

DeclareGlobalFunction("DoWhatIWant");

[...]

InstallGlobalFunction(DoWhatIWant,

function(a,b,c) ...end);

Sometimes a user command is a global function that calls a slightly
more restricted operation. Examples for these are:

� Installing methods only for two arguments: The global function

Intersection calls the operation Intersection2 iteratively
with 2 arguments.

� Parametrized attribute values: The global function SylowSubgroup

uses the (mutable) attribute SylowSubgroupAttr and calls the
operation SylowSubgroupOp.

� Attributes depending on other attributes: The global function

Normalizer calls the operation NormalizerOp and stores the
normalizer in the Parent (a designated larger group) in the
attribute NormalizerInParent.
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Making Objects

Library-defi ned objects are created either from records (Component
Objects ) or lists (PositionalObject). They are obtained by taking a
record (or list) and calling

obj:=Objectify(type,record)

Where type is the type the object is intended to have. (The type
must contain IsComponentObjectRepor IsPositionalObjectRep
as appropriate.)

The access to components of objects is not via obj.component

but via obj!.component. (The function NamesOfComponents lists
the bound component names.)

Similarly, positional objects access entries via obj![pos].

Objects can do nothing else on their own. Everything further is
done by installing suitable methods.
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